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UNM Fiesta
Continues
~This

pay

As if yesterday'' assortment of dance
groups and rock music were not enough,
Fiesta continues at full force into today.
Today is called ~·Folk Day" and will
feature· bluttgrass, Irish, Greek and other
ethnic music. Music Inc. will bring you
music from 1 p.m. to 11 p.m. and Ron
Vigil will appear in the Casa del Sol.
Photo at LEFT is of Fiesta Committee
Chairperson Mario Torrez, holding a cup
of clean mountain water. 'At RIGHT,
people ablorb sun, music and beer
yesterday on the Mall.
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In ASUNM Action

Indians Ask Investigation, Schroeder OK'd
By ORLANDO MEDINA.

or The Lobo Starr

The ASUNM senate passed a
resolution last night calling for the
state attorney general to
investigate the murder of six
Navajo males in the Gallup and
Farmington areas.
The senate heard John
Redhouse, coordinator of Indians
Against Exploitation, describe
conditions in the Farmington
area.
*"There is a possible explosive
situation in Farmington. This is a
result of violent racism between
the Indian and non· Indian people.
1'be murders in McKinley County
were a ritualistic thing. In essence
we're calling for a complete
investigation by Attorney General
Norvell and we would like to see
an all Indian grand jury to help
investigate this thing," he said.
Vice-President Ernesto Gomez

said he would like to see the
resolution because in his opinion
.. these were atrocities committed
against human beings."
The resolution passed
unanimously and the senate also
passed an · appropriations bill
allocating $445 to the Kiva aub
to help open communication)ines
to investigate the Gall up·
Farmington matter.
The senate was asked by
Gomez to help him decide the
chair of the Senate Finance
Committee.
Gomez said after he had
selected Senator Joe Samora as
the chairperson, he hail received
negative responses from several ·
senators. Gomez asked that
Ernesto Gomez
several straw votes from the
aenate be taken on other senators majority qf votes, so Gomez
in line for the chair.
annou need he was appointing
None of the senators Samora as the acting chairperson
nominated by Gomez received a of the Finance Committee.

'Ibe Presidential Appointments
Committee gave its vote on the
nomination of Steve Schroeder as
chair person of the Popular
Entertainment1Committtee.
Schroeder pres~nted the senate
with a petition of atudent
signatures that said he had been
unfairly treated by the media and
individuals involved with the
review or his qualifications.
Senator Mary Ratchford read
the minority report of the
Appointments Committee and
said Schroeder's qualifications
were never reported by the media.
The senate voted to reconsider
the appointment of Schroeder to
the chair and later approved him
for the position.
Dr. Russell Goodman, a faculty
member from the. philosophy
department, asked the senate to
establish cooperation between the
faculty lobby effort and the

student lobby effort in the state
legislature.
"Some of the faculty do not
have the time flr money to lobby
· so we are comang to you for help.
The students arc interested in the
studcnt·faculty ratio and the
faculty is too. With the ratio we
cou~d teach computers and run
movies to teach students and turn
just as many degrees," he said.
Sen. Louis Tempkin, presiding
over the senate after Gomez left
earlier, suggested that a memo be
sent to Mike Menicucci,
chairperson of the ASUNM lobby
committee, to meet with the
faculty and establish cooperation
in Santa Fe.
It was pointed out one of the
senators had 'already met with
Menicucci and that the lobby
committee would meet with the
faculty.
(Continued on page 9)
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Legislature Must
Come To New Era
By KATHY TAYLOR
''The New Mexico state
legislature must be brought into
the modern world of
post-Watergate politics," John
Gardner said at a Monday

morning press conference.
Gardner is the president of
Common Cause, a national
citizens lobby of more than
330,000 member•• dedicated to
voicing the consumer's point of
view and to working for open,
responsive go-vernment. FifttM!n
hundred members live iA New
Mexico.
"The two chief obstacles to
responsive government are m'Jney
and &ecrecy," Gardner said in
Monday's atatement to the press.
He said money corrupts beeause it
buys government decisions.
Gardner calls this "government
with a •For Sale' sign on it.
"Secrecy corrupts because it is
fatal to accountability, he said.
11
What the people don't know'
they can't object to."
Since its conception in -1970,
Common Cause's prbnary concern
has been campaigrt financing
reform. It was Common Cause
that sued the Committee to
Re-elect the President, uncovering

.r

(Photos by Mike Gandert)

Wonder Why
Your Waitress
Hates You?
/l~ ~

(Continued on page 7)

•

Imagine your support hose just ran and ·
the manager is already complaining about
how sleazy you look. Imagine you just·
slipped and smashed your head, back and
arms after tripping over a customer's feet.
Imagine customers complimenting you on
your nice ass. For the juicy story on the
trials and tribulations of waitressing ..•

•

See Page 4

World
News
By Cnited Press International

Syria Shells Israel
(MIDEAST) Syrian artillery shelled Israeli positions
Wednesday on the 51st day of the Golan Heights fighting.
Syria said it knocked out a tank and an ammunition depot and
the ISraelis !laid they suffered casualties.
An Israeli military source tenned the chance for troop
diSengagement very dim. In Egypt President Sadat publicly
defended Secretary of State Kissinger's Middle East mission to
arrange such a troop disengagement and denied it was directed
against Russia.

Nixon To Fight Subpoena
WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Nixon will fight in court
rather than comply with a subpoena by Special Prosecutor
Leon Jaworski for tape recordings of 64 of the President's
Watergate-related conversations, his lawyer, James D. St. Clair,
said yesterday.
St. Clair told a news conference· the edited transcripts of
Nixon tapes given the House Judiciary Committee Tuesday
provided what the White House believed to be sufficient
material for Jaworski to try seven persons on Watergate
cover-up charges.
St. Oair said that instead of turning over tile material
Thursday morning as Jaworski has asked in a subpoena April
16, he would go to court asking Judge John J. Sirica to quash
the order.

Haldeman Wants Tapes
•

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Former White House Otief of Staff

~· R. Ha!.~eman Wednesday asked a federal court to permit

h1111 to mspect and test" the original tapes of all his
conversations with President Nixon to help him prepare a
defense in the Watergate coverup case.
Ha!deman asked the court to aUow him to inspect the
machmes used to record the conversations and later to
transcribe Nixon's secret tapes "to determine whether those
machines were operating properly."
Haldeman's request was included in a flurry of defense
motions filed in U.S. District Court by the seven men indicted
last March 1 in connection. with the Watergate covertip plot.

Portuguese Celebrate Revolution
LISBON (UPI)-Hundreds of thousands of Portuguese
workers, shouting "victory" and "freedom," Wednesday
celebrated their military revolution with marches
demonstrations and an explosion of mass fervor the like of
which the country had not seen in nearly a half·century of
right wing dictatorship.
~inging, cheering, honking automobile horns and chanting
left1st slogans, they marched under trade union, Communist
and Socialist party banners and the country's red, green and
gold national flag with the full blessing of the new ruling
military junta.
In the Mozambique capital of Lourenco Marques in
Portugal's African territories whO&e future status is stiU in
doubt, the gates of Machava prison swung open at dawn
Wednesday and 550 political prisoners ran into the arms of
their singing, dancing relatives.
The junta declared May 1 a public holiday and "day of the
workers" for the first time since 1926. The former
dictatorship had ignored it.

Closed Meeting Protested
By FREDERICK ROGERS
Last Monday, Lloyd P. Covens,
chairperson of the Freedom of
Information and Access
Committee of the Albuquerque
.Press Club, sent a letter to U!-.'M
Athletic Council chairPerson,
Charlotte Piper. Normally such
events wouldn't make the news,
but this letter protested the
closing of a portion of the April 5
~thletic Council meeting to the
media.
The meeting discus<;ed the
grievances lodged by black
football players.
Actually, the media was not
breaking the door down to get in,
but a complaint was in order
anyway.
Complaints have a
news-begetting quality. We, at the
LOBO staff are really scrounging
since the end of another semester
is drawing nigh, so we decided to
lay this one on you.

For Appointment
Dr. Dale Hanson of UNM has
been reelected chairperson of the
Research Council of the American
Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.
Dr. Hanson is chairman of the
UNM Department of Health,
Physica.J Education and
Recreation.
The 200 council members are
chosen for their contributions to
research in physical education.
The council administers research
grants and publishes an annual
encyclopedia.
Dr. Hanson also will coordinate
the national association's
convention in 1975. He was
reelected to the chairperson's post
at the group's annual meeting in
Anaheim, Calif., last week.
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hair design
for men
Near UNM

According to the state's open
meetings )fiW, "all meetings of a
quorum of members of any board,
commission, or other
policy·making body of any state
agency ... held for the pur])ose of
taking any action within the
authority of such board,
commission or other

Hanson Elected

On the phone Lang said, "With
a grievance type of hearing the
vicWR of the aggrieved should be
aired before the public, or
rcprcflllntatives of the public like
the m"41 i a."
Lan!l explained his position by
pointing out that, "People lose
faith in the decision-making
process if the hearing isn't made
public, To the public it stinks of
the whole big government thing."
Lang said that in the beginning
the gesture was made to have a
public meeting, but then backed
down and voted to have it closed
to the public.
"I think the Athletic Council is
concerned about tl1e grievances,"
Lang said, mellowing out his
stand, "My opposition was a
complaint on procedural
matters."

policy-making body are dllelared
to be open to the public at all
times, except as othcrwil*l
provided in the constitution, or
the provisions of this act."
The Freedom of Information
and Access Committ'cc in
registering the protest planned no
litigation in this specific case, so
what could 'have been a half·W'aY
interesting story WM instantly
transformed into trivia.
In an effort to sensationaliZll
the story, we called up ex·Studllnt
Bar Association President Joe
Lang, one of the student
representatives to the Athletic
Council.
During the April 5 meeting,
Lang indicated that he felt
strongly that the meeting should
be left open and when it was not,
he walked out.
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Uptown
5504 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, N M 8 71 08

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replaced

9 : 00 _ 6~~TICIANS
9:00-4:00

511 Wyoming NE

and

265-3668 265-3667

.•

plus

n

cares •••

•

Boz Scaggs
lynerd Skynard
James Cotton Blues Band
Marshall Tucker

ABOUTa

ScaTCH

1:

NERS

Special For The
Summer
U.N.M. Streaker Uniforms
Cleaned Freel/
Regular Cleaning done at
a·s% discount with
lt.N.M. I.D. Card
Come in Now and Get Cleaned Up
4 LOCATIONSWyoming & Constitution/Carlisle & 1-25
San Mateo & Kathryn/5337 Menaul NE

* Citizen Involvement
* Long-Range Planning

* Growth Management
* Youth Participation
* Industrial Development
* Crime Prevention

Dl TRICT 5
CITY COU
CIL
.
Paid Pol. Adv. Paid lor by Sandy Cohn lor City Council Commiltee. M.l. Keleher, Treasurer

UNM Stadium
Tuesday, May 21 6:00PM
Tickets $5.50/Students $4.50
Now Available at Student Union Ticket Office,
Gold Street Ci~cus, Reidlings Downtown & Candyman in Santa F

Wonder Why The Waitress Hates You?
By MARY VOLDAHL
Did you ever wander into your
local restaurant and wonder why
yom· waitress hated you?
And the next time you came in
you heard her screaming at the
cook or the other waitress
u(sometimes, if she's lucky, there's
another waitress) about the
goddamn students or coffee
drinkers? The third time you
came in she refused to wait on
you, or took 45 minutes to make
it to the table with menu and
water and another 20 to take your
order.
Well, smile. Imagine YOI.Ir $7
support hose just ran and the
manager is already complaining
about how sleazy you look. Smile.
The $14 uniform and $20 shoes
don't match the decor of the
restaurant anymore and you were
just informed it was time to get
new ones of you're out of a job.
Smile. Run faster; it's too bad
you just slipped and destroyed
your head, back and arms while
tripping over a customer's feet;
too bad you had six plates of eggs
and sausage in your hands; too
bad you broke all the plates and
had to pay for them; too bad you

were disgraced and lots of people
are laughing and yelling "way to
go blondie. Do it again. You have
a nice ass!"
Smile. The food must go on as
the circus continues. We must
never forget the customer's always
right. And yes I must have a nice
ass-he told me so. Smile, Only
seven more hours to go.
Standard pay for waitresses is
$1.30 an hour, plus tips-yes we
must not forget those tips.
Waitresses are no longer making
the tips; less people are eating out.
The higher cost of foods is
naturally the waitresses fault so
let's not leave her a tip.
Tips standardly should be 15
percent of the meal cost, but alas
the food costs so much you can't
afford to leave one. Of course I
make enough tips in one night so
you don't have to leave one.
Why then can I work a nine
hour shift and come home with
approximately three dollars?
Because you are a poor student?
I'm a student too. Poor enough so
I can't pay full tuition and get on
work·study, and poor enough so
that even if I could pay full tuition
I would still have to work a

minimum of 35 hours a week so I
could support myself and buy my
books.
What if I'm 42 years old and
supporting 4 or 5 children because
my husband left me several years
ago-never could find him to help
support the kids, but I hear that's
just too bad.
I used to waitress to bring in
extra money. Now it is my full
support. Am I old and ugly, mean
· • . too bad you bJOke
all the plates and had to
pay for them; too bad

you were disgraced and
I o t s of people are
laughing and yelling 'Way_

-

to go blondie. Do it
again. You have a nice
ass!'
and nasty because I work the 10
p.m. to 6 a.m. shift and after I get
hope I have to wake l.IP those kids
of mine?
God only knows what they do
when I'm gone. Then I do some

Advertising Is Misleading
By DICK KELLEHER

coupon. To get the real coupon
you have to purchase a food or
drink item. Nowhere on the ad
Fraud in advertising? In the
Daily LOBO? A Der does it say that you have to make
a purchase.
Wienerschnitzel ad that appeared
Attention PIRG: Der
in yesterday's rag looked that
Wienerschnitzel has committed
way.
The ad that appeared on page consumer fraud-or at least
10 of the May 1 edition reads<., misleading advertising. We decided
"Get your Der Wienerschnitzel to take action.
We asked Mr. Heron (no first
DER DIVIDEND .. , free food or
name would be given), manager of
drink."
Inside the ad was a square box the DW on Central, who said,
that told readers, "To find out . "you come in with the newspaper
what your DER DIVIDEND is, coupon, and we'll give you a real
wash off the black bar below. Get one if you make a purchase."
Chris Rhodes, assistant manger
your free food or drink on your
of the DW at 6901 Lomas N.E.,
ne~t trip to any local Der
Weinerschnitzel. Certificate must said, "You just come into the
be redeemed by July 31, 1974. store and a coupon is put into
Limit: Only one certificate at a your purchase."
•
Bill Swope, owner of the 5810
time to a customer."
Allan Breese, a LOBO reporter, Menaul N.E. DW, said, "I know
and I tried to wipe the black off nothing of the ad." He said to get
the bar. We discovered that we in touch with the Rand Miller
washed right through the paper. advertising agency.
A spokesperson at the MiUer
Jan ice Harding, former LOBO
editor said that the people who agency said, "We don't take care
print the LOBO are not skillful of DW ads that appear in the
enough to perform the operation LOBO, the owner on Central
of concealing something under a takes care of that."
Finally the LOBO contacted
black bar.
Jumping onto a city bus, I Rob Calhoun, DW's head honcho
proceeded to the Der in this area and he said it was all a
Wienerschnitzel at 4201 Central mistake.
"The ad was made for a
N.E.
An employee. there said the ad magazine. The agency sent it by
was just a picture of the real· mistake to the LOBO," he said,
Of The Lobo Staff
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100 people already today and it's
beginning to wear.
~
Maybe a waitress is new and
doesn't know what to do yet. Is
there another waitress working? Is
the cook overloaded and can't get
the "food out on time? Has the il
dishwasher broken or quit and the
dishes aren't clean or not enough
so the waitress may be trying to
do dishes too? BeHeve it. It has
happened.
If you get mad or decide to be ~
clever and walk out on your ticket '<~
to screw the establishment or the ....
restaurant or whatever you're <Q
~
trying to screw, remember, it.is
often the waitress that ends up
holding the bag. She is supposed
to have the superhuman ability to
be all seeing, and if she doesn't
catch you leaving, she pays for the
ticket.
If she does see you and doesn't
chase after you screaming "kind
sir you must have forgotten!" give
a good show and maybe she won't
(Continued on page 15)
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Get Your Der Wlenerschnitzel
DEB DIVIDEND ••• Free FOOd
or Drink

He said in a magazine it would
to rub off the black
bar but it won't work in a
newspaper.
"Bring the ad by and we 'II give
you a. real coupon," he said. "No
purchase will be necessary. "
be possible
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GSA Council Approves $55,175 Budget
By RJ~~ARD ROBERTS
he Lobo. staff

The GSA Council approved a

~5~175 bu~get fo:r 1974·75. The

u get wlll be presented to
grad.uate students .at the fall
e!ect10ns .. ~e ~ounc.1l al~o pas~ed
f1ve appropriatiOn. bills, mcludmg
a one·t•?Je allocatiOn of $1500 to
the Ch~ld Day Care Co-op ~or
. ~ve)opmg a play center durmg
;,summer. .
he ~ouncd _suspended rules.
several tt~es durmg the course of
the. meetmg. They voted. once
agam to declare a quorum With 12
depar~ments represent~d. Other
council members came 111 later to
form an actual quorum.
Three appropriation ~ills were
pass.ed . by the counc1l before
con~1dermg the:budget,
B1ll #5 allocates $588 to the
ASA Gallery for its summer
operations. Bill #7 allocates $300
for the Art Pur c has i n g
Committee." The money will be
used to buy works of art to be
donated to the UNM Art Museum
on behalf of GSA.
Art Museum on behalf of GSA.
Susan Harder, director of ASA
Gallery, said the function of the
~ommittee was to direct input
mto the museum and to decide on
the purchase of specific works.
She said the committee could also
establish rapport between the
gallery, graduate students and the
museum,
Bill #8 establishes a line item in
the budget to provide $250 per
semester in matching funds for
printing costs for the "New
American: A Review." Shelby
Smith·Sanclare, of American
Studies, said it was necessary .to
have matching funds for a "hard"
money item like printing to
qualify for state grants.
The first issue of the magazine

contained a majority of articles by
graduate students. It had been
previously funded by GSA for
$750 for this issue. The magazine
is also receiving ~upp?rt from
UNM General L1brar1es as it
qualifies as an exchange
periodical.
Due to the demise of the
Finance Committee, the council
voted to suspend the rules and
form a committee as a whole. Jim
Hardy pointed out this wal; the
same procedure used by the
Continental Congress in writing
up the Dec I a ration of
Independence.
-Stan Read, president of GSA,
proposed that a bill be introduced
to allocate $600 to GSA to
publish a consumers' handbook
during the summe~. He said in
the wake of the fust handbook
there were other areas to be
covered and various information
to be revised. This allocation
would cover printing costs only.
The committee adopted the bill
and sent it onto final passage.
Read then explained the
budget, based upon estimated fees

of $56,000 and a surplus from
this year o( $4000.
After discovering from the
director of Agora that ASUNM
had cut its budget, Read
reinstated the requested
appropriation of $1000 as
opposed to a suggested $900.
Dispute al·ose over the Child
Day Care Co·op. Concern was
expressed that the Co·op should
receive a larger budget
appropriation because of its
service value .
The committee rejected a
budget appropriation of $7000 to
the Co·op but increased it to
$8000. With the addition of the
line item of $500 for the "New
American: A Review," the budget
was then approved without
further changes at $55,175,
The council returned to the
committee as a whole to frame a
b iII providing a one·time
allocation to the Child Day Car
Co·op for development of a play
center this summer. One member
advocated the budget to be set at
$7000 and the bill at $2000. The
committee voted however to
'
'

keep the budget at $8000 and
allocated $1500 to the Co-op for
this purpose.
The council was again
reconvened and passed the
one·time allocation to the Co-op,
Fritzi Hardy, chairperson of
Student Research Allocations
Committee (SRAC), said the
committee needed more

volunteers to work on it next year
as many of the present members
were leaving university for various
reasons.
Jim Hardy reminded the
council of the need to form an
Elections Committee to organize
during the summer for the fall
elections.

McDonald's 819 Mac, The besl~t~sting btg sandwich
the world hase\ler known. Well, at least !he
campus has ever known

An Exhibition and Sale of
Fine Original Graphic Art
THE
TOMLINSON COLLECTION
an outstandin( collection ol old and 1111dern 1raphics
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at,EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (l_j05) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is pub-lished Monday through Frid .y every
regular Week of the Univctsity year
and weekly tiUl·ing the summer session'
by the Board or Student Publications of
the University or New M
nnd is
not financially associated
UNM.
Second class po~Jtage paid
Uquer·
flUe. New Mexico 87131.
iption
rate is $7.60 for the ucademtc year.
The opinions expressed on the c1ll·
torial pages or The Daily Lobo nrc
thos~ oi. the author solely. Unsigned
opinion i~ thnt. of the todltorinl board
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing tJrintcd in
The Dnily Lobo nCCl'!'<s.nrily represents
the view$ o( the University o£ New
Mexico.
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NOW AT ALL
3 LOCATIONS OF
4201 CENTRAL N.E. I 6901 LOMAS N.E.
5810 MENAUL N.E.

A government of the People, by the
People, for the People." Possible? Yes; if the
People care. enough to vote. Sure Harry
Kinney wants your vote, but more than that
Harry Kinney wants you to vote. Voting is
true People Power!
For information about Harry Kinney's
commitment to the People of Albuquerque
call: 842-8738 or 268-6778.
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The Albuquerque

OPERA THEATER

POPEJOY HALL

Elect
Donald ~~Don"
Schrader
for Councillor in
District No. 3

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present

Giacomo Puccini's
Romantic Opera

LA BOHEME

-Gun control
-New approaches in education incorporating
cultural awareness and a greater emphasis on
reading, writing and arithmetic
-Citizen's rights of privacy and dignity protected from the misuse of computer information
-Fair treatment of all by the courts and police
I ~Am/come your specific question$ about me and my beliefs.
Call anvtime....:242-31 64 or come to
301 Walter SE (rear basement apartmenl)

housecleaning, off to school
kiddos a_nd it's five hours of sleep
and then they're home. I wonder
if their friends laugh at their
goodwill clothes. I wonder if they
are smart enough to get
scholarships to go to college. If
they're not, will they waitress like
me? And you can't leave me a tip?
If you're a poor student why
are you eating out? If you can eat
out you can leave a tip. If you
can't leave a tip you're not worth
my time. I'm going to spend my
energies on som':one who ",Viii pay.
me for my servwes. That s what
it's all about, you know.
Or don't you? Waitresses are
paid $1.30 an hour plus tips; tips
are what the customer pays for
the service. Do you realize you are
not the only customer I have to
serve? That there may be ten or
twenty people also waiting at the
same time? That I am trying to
serve and please every single
person to the best of my ability,
despite the fact that I have served
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The right kind of leadership

HARRY

In English
Wed., Thurs., May 15, l6-8:.J5 P.M.
Tickets s6.50, 5.50, 3.50
Students Sl.()() ofP3.50 Tickets

c•

Telephone 277-3121
a

1

6

•

FOR MAYOR

.,•

Paid for by
•
Students and Faculty for Harry Kinney .

•

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-A
llt.~k fot·ce of more than 100
policl' swept through the city
W<>dncsdny, arrested seven black
m!'n dl'sct·ibed as members- of a
IE'I'rot'ist cui t called the "Death
Angels" and charged them with
the nmdom "Zebra" killings of 12
white persons.
Mayor Joseph L. Alioto said
the San Francisco murders were
part of a conspiracy by the
previously unknown Death Angels
that included 73 murderous
assaults in California since 1970.
He said many other unsolved
murders or disappearances could
also be connected.
Alioto said the conspiracy may
extend beyond California. He said
another suspect is behind bars,
but not in San Francisco, and
police suspect the ringleader is in
a midwestern city. He declined to
name the cities.
Alioto said he had no physical

evidence to link the statewide
series of slayings.
The seven San Francisco
suspects in custody were charged
with murder and conspiracy to
commit murder in the apparently
random killings of whites that
have terrorized the city for the
past five months.
The suspects arrested in the
police dragnet that began before
dawn were J, C. Simon, 29; Larry
Green, 22; Dwight Stalling, 28;
Thomas Manney, 31; Edgar D.
Burton, 22; Manuel Moore, 28,
and Clarence Jamerson, 27. Police
said all were arrested separately
but refused to give further details.
Alioto said the suspects were
believed to be part of a larger ring
"dedicated to the murder and
mutilation of whites and dissident
blacks."
"The pattern of killing is by
random street shooting or hacking
to death with machete, cleaver or

knife," he said. "Decapitation and
other forms of mayhem bring
special credit from the
organization for the killers.
Hitchhikers are a particular prey."
Alioto said the group is
believed to start training boys as
young as 14 years old in "manual
methods and techniques of killing
or incapacitating." Members, he
said, "are usually characterized by
trim, neat appearance and purport
to live by a puritanical code of
moral conduct."
"Death Angels-a kind of
reverse Ku Klux Klan-is based on
muddled aberration clearly
outside the mainstream of Islamic
religions," Alioto said. "Members
are fanatical believers in black
separatism."
The mayor said the break in the
case came with the help of an
informer whom he saw secretly in
a pre·dawn meeting last Saturday.

'Serious' Candidate Runs
By DICK KELLEHER
Of The LObo Staff
Bob MacMahon, the owner of
the Grinder Factory, said that
even though he has .done little
campaigning, he is a serious
candidate for mayor.
"The original idea was that I
thought anybody could sign up,
so I did. I figured I'd drop out
before the deadline, but I
followed it through," MacMahon
said.
"I consider myself a serious
contender to a point because I
consider my ideas valid. It gives
me a chance to speak out.
"I'm going to get more votes
than people think. If I make the
runoff, then you'll see how
serious I can get," he said.
He stated that, "The major
problem as far as I'm concerned is
growth. All other problems stem
from this fact, We have to control

"It doesn't matter where you
get the money to run the
government, it's going to come
out of your pockets."
Discussing the infill program,
he said, "I'd like to see the infill
program done, but how?"
Another plan he has for the
city is' development of the
downtown area.
"I would like to see the
downtown area utilized better

'I'm going to get more
votes 'than people think.
If I make the runoff,
then you'll see how
serious I can get. The
major problem as far as
I'm concerned is growth.
All other problems stem
from this fact.'

it."
MacMahon said he favors
property ta?t as a form of revenue
income for the city government.
"I feel property tax hits
everyone," he said.
He explained that even if a
person, is renting, the property tax
is included in the rent. "If
someone is paying $1,200 a year
for rent, and the owners tax goes
up $200; the renter will end up
paying $1,400."
When asked how he feels about
this situation, he said, "1 don't see
rent controls. Rents are getting
higher because everything else is
getting higher. The cost of
constructing housing is going up.

than it is, I would like to see a
mall built downtown. I'd like to
see Central closed and traffic
controlled down there."
On the city·county jail
situation: "I think the city·county
jail needs replacing badly. You're
leading people to freedom," he
said, adding that at least two or
three prisoners break out a week.
"I'd like to say I'm strongly for
the abolition, of county
government. A great many states
abolished them years ago. Thily're
probably the biggest loss of

revenue in the state:"
MacMahon said he is concerned
about bicycle routes in
Albuquerque.
"I've heard of many cities that
put a red line down the right side
of the road for bike use only. I'd
like to see a study of how this is
working in other cities and how
it'd work in Albuquerque.
"I'd like to see more
enforcement of traffic laws," he
said." Some patrolmen say there
are so few traffic citations because
there are hardly any convictions. "
"I think we have an excellent
police force. I think Bob Stover is
the right man for the job," he
said.
"I was glad' to see the action
taken on those three cops who
beat up those people. This
restores faith in the outfit."

He said he assumed the informer
was prompted to talk by the
$30,000 reward offered in the
Zebra killings.
Two of the suspec.ts were seen
by newsmen waiting at the police
station. One was heavy set with
short hair and wearing an army
jacket. The other was a young,
thin man wearing a blue knit cap
which was pulled down over his
face.
Police Chief Donald M. Scott
said he had "no idea" if there
would be more arrests in the
Zebra killings. Asked if residents
could now consider San
Francisco's streets to be safe,
Scott said: "I hope so."
Scott. said considerable
undercover work was involved in
the arrests. A special squad of 30
black· policemen had been
assigned to the case as undercover
agents about two weeks ago.
Alioto said cult members
"literally earn their promotions
upon presentation of the number
and nature of the murders
committed."
Asked about whether any
murders may have been
committed outside of California,
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(Continued from page 1)

$20 million in secret Qr illegal He felt this disclosure is especially
contributions to the Nixon relevant to the officials dealing
. with the oil crisis, many of whom
campaign.
Common Cause actively are ex·oil company officials.
lobbied for the recently-passed
Common Cause was
Senate bill which, upon approval
of the House, will restrict the size instrumental in the freeing of
$800 million of the Highway
of legal campaign contributions.
Though both New Mexican Trust Fund for mass transit
purposes.
Senators voted in favor of the bill
neither Representative Manuei
Common Cause has also joined
Lujan nor Harold Runnels have
with
women's rights groups to
given suppo~t for such legislation
lobby for the Equal Rights
in the House.
Amendment. l'resently they are
Common Cause favors a
campaign financing system
including:

working at the state level to get
the seven ratifications needed to
bring the count to three·fourths
of the state's signing. That is the
number needed to make the
amendment part of the
constitution.
The principles of openness and
accountability are as vital at the
state level as at the national one,
Gardner said.
The group is lobbying at the
state level for an open government

Da.yto.n

Las Campanas, the iunior women's
honorary,
is again offering a
scholarship to an outstanding woman
student who wiJ! be a Junior this fall.
There will be awarded one $150
scholarship on the basis of scholastic
merit and need. Applications arc
available at the Student Aids office,
and should be retumed by May 17.

·-severe limits to contributions
by organized groups;
I

-and creation or' an
'independent regulatory agency to
insure strict compliance.

····NUCLEAR POWER SCHOOL~·

r-----~~--~~-~------~~~~~~~~:~r:

During the '7 2 elections
government officials did not
monitor candidate's compliance
to existing disclosure laws, so
Common Cause workers did it
• themselves. Much to the
.candidates' dismay, they
discovered about 200 violations in
addition to Nixon's infamous one.

.-.

Presently the group is
monitoring the impeachment
investigation being carried on by
the House Judiciary Committee to
ensure that the investigation is
"orderly, expeditious, and
lawful-and as open as can be,?'
Gardner said. If the proceedings
move to trial by the Senate,
Gardner feels they must be
televised to insure accountability
and the public confidence.
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regulations; another 10 hours on tactics.
Se~manship, engineering and navlga•
tion- eat up another eight hours- each
week. In between are physical examjnations to be taken, uniforms to be or·
dered, haircut$; shots, close-order drill,
swimming I9S$.01]S, physical trainingand an the hOmework that time wm·. ·
ano.w. Graduatto.n seems ihcyedib1Y dis• · ·
t&f)t; however nearly nine out of every
.10

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
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Earn $ 1 0 a week
donate twice weekly

one of the leading names In audio at Sound Ideas
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5WEEKS

AS$1GNED TO NUCLEAR SUBMARINE BILLET

.

2 year parts
& labor warranty

After the conference I asked
Gardner about the size of New
Mexico's lobbying force and what
percentage of his funds went to
soliciting donations. He said 25
percent. He looked chagrined.

-matching public funds to
private contributions after a
candidate has raised enough funds
through small ·contributions to
show he has a constitutency;

I

List 169.95
So•nd Ideas 110.00

Maybe this partly expalins why
Gardner is visiting this obscure
state.

-overall limits on the amount
c a n d i d a t e s m a y s p e.n d
campaigning;

Disclosure of the personal
finances of public officials is
another necessary step to restore
accountability in government, i,f
we are to "end the conflicts of
interest in which public servants
have a personal stake in their
official decisiorts," Gardner said.

All students wishing to enroll in
Basic Skin and Scuba Diving PE 132
for the summer semester 197 4 or PE
108 for fall semester must take a
swimming test in advance of
registration. Tests will be given in
Johnson Gym pool at the following
times; May 6, 7·9 p.m. and May 7, 5-7
pm. All students wishing to take
Advanced Scuba PE 109 for the fall
semester 197 4 must speak to Marc
Mauseth or Bruce Wiggins prior to
.registration ..

5 year parts
& labor warrenty

-All or part of the pachge has
been enacted in 30 states, Gardner
said. "This cuts the link between
money and politics."

The open government package
has not been instituted in this
state despite Common Cause's
efforts which inch1de a full·time
lobbyist during legislative sessions.

-

Acoustic Research
ATXA Turntable

ret'orm package. It consists of four
bills which cover: financial
disclosure for elected and
appointed public officials, limits
on campaign receipts and
spending, lobby regulation and
open meetings of deliberative
bodies at the state and local levels.
The group seeks citi;wn's right to·
sue for non-compliance.

-strict limits on the size of
private contributions;

I,

(prices, that is)
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News Editor
George Johnson
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

McNam.ara's Tenure
Is Pending
Professor Patrick H. McNamara, an assistant
professor in the Sociology department, received
notice of his denial of tenure in early February of
this year, after four years of teaching at UNM. He
has since appealed the move and Dean Nathaniel
Wollman is expected to make a decision by next
·
week.
McNamara was one of the 'tragic six' who two
years ago were opposed to then chairperson of the
department Richard Tomasson. T.he six professors
formally petitioned bean Nathaniel Wollman of
the College of Arts and Sciences to remove
Tomasson as chairperson. Four of the other five
professors-Joe Fashing, Davied Stratman, Joe
Blake, and Gil McCann-were terminated by
unanimous vote from the Sociology Department.
Antionio Ugalde, however, left to take a teaching
position elsewhere. The formal reasons behind the
firings varied. Of the five, Joe Fashing was the only
professor who was up for tenure; the other three
were in the middle of.their probationary period.
The questions that need to be asked at this time
are: Were these people weeded out by the
department for opposing then chairperson
To masson (who is one of the persons
recommending the denial of McN.amara's tenure);
or are they fallen victims of the publish or perish
dictum.
We are inclined to believe the latter, although
the first may have played an instrumental
part-only those concerned really know. But if
McNamara is being denied tenure because those in
the Sociology Department feel McNamara is inept
in his ability to teach and still fulfill the
requirements of tenure, then Tomasson and the
others involved are sadly mistaken: McNamara's
publication output exceeds that of most of the
tenured faculty; he is the 1975 national program
chairman of the Association for Sociology of
Religion; he I:Jas presented 10 papers at national
and regional meetings; and as a member of the
Urban Observatory, he has made several
contributions to the community.
The Lobo heard rumors in early April that the
advisory committee which was set up to review
McNamara's case was looking favorably upon
McNamara. If Dean Wollman recommends tenure
for McNamara it will be the first time a unanimous
tenured faculty redommmendation has been
overturned, and we support such a move. Too
many professors have been ousted from this
university for vindictive reasons and many times
the only people to suffer are the students.
McNamara's evaluation by his students is probably
hi(Jher than most (6.0·6.4 on a scale of seven). It is a
cause for justice that the students here should be
involved in. Sign the petitions circulating in behalf
of McNamara, write letters to Dean Wollman,
confront your professors about the issue of tenure
and show how much say the students can have over
the hiring and firing of faculty.

·I wish to respond to Tom Glennon's edito·
rial titled "NMCLU and Abortion Stand" in
. the Lobo of April 19, 1 974. I'm afraid that
Mr. Glennon has the issue upside down. It is
the woman's right to privacy that is violated if
she cannot control her own body. If the state
restricts her ability to do with her body as she
desires then the state infringes on her constitutional rights. When the fetus is born and
thus becomes a baby, he or she too has rights
and · those rights should be protected.
However, it is the ACLU's position that a
woman has a right to have an abortion,....,that
is, a termination of pregnancy prior to the
viability of the fetus. To argue, as Glennon
does that this is giving the death penalty to
innocent human life is absurd. Of course it is'
innocent and human and live, but just what
does that mean? The question is whether or
not the fetus is viable, whether or not it can
live as an independent being without the

continuous support it receives from its mother.
' Mr. Glennon's argument is a religious one
which is fine as long as he does not impose
that religion on those people who do not
share his beliefs. As civil libertarians we must
respect the beliefs of all people. No one forces
a woman to have an abortion but Mr. Glennon would .impose his morality on all of us by
forcing a woman not to have an abortion.
·
One person's liberty extends as far as the
next person. Therefore society makes it a
crime to murder another person but an unborn fetus is not a person so this is not a legal
arg~ment but a religious one. The deci~ion of
whether or not to have an abortion is a
personal and medical one and as such should
be made by a woman and her doctor without
fear of criminal prosecution.
Sincerely yours,
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Letters
Letters to the editor should
be typed, ·no more than 150
words and signed. Address
and
telephone
number
should also be included.
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Opinions
Opinions are guest editorials
and should be typed, no
more than 250 words and
signed. Address and tele•
hone number should also be
included.
Letters and Opinions are subject to editing.

Indians Ask·lnv·es·tigation ..
(Continued from page 1)

emergency bill that would in
effect
freeze the funds of the
The Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG) asked the senate to Intra-Mural and Recreations
pass a resolution that would Board.
endorse the group when they met
Sen. Mike Benavidez and Pres.
with theTegents.
Gonzales
had a difference of
Several senators objected to
o.Pinion
on
the REC Board or the
one part of the resolution that Mountaineering
Club handling
would endorse PffiG's method of proposed backpacking
and
funding.
camping
equipment.
The senate had already
endorsed the signature of Pres. Gil
Gonzales said the board had
Gonzales on a PffiG endorsement plans to issue equipment and
letter but added the stipulation receive more through existing
that the body endorsed the ideas channels. He said there might have
and intentions of the group, not been a clash of J)Crsonalities
their proposed method of between a member of the board,
funding.
Pat Russell, and several senators.
Sen. Laura Notely said she was
one of the people who had signed
Benavidez said a board member
the PIRG petition but had not told him the board did not have
known that a fee was to be added to answer to the senate for how it
to her tuition.
spent its funds.
The . PmG resolution passed,
The senate member of the
but an amendment was added that
agreed with the purpose of the board, Larry Abraham, pointed
group but not the funding out that there was proper
representation by the senate and ·
procedure.
The senate allocated money to
'Ibe greatest amount paid for
the volleyball team, the fencing
team and passed an internal affairs information concerning a case of
bill that would impeach any income tax delinquepcy was
senator that missed three $ 79,999. 93, paid by· the U.S.
consecutive meetings.
Internal Revenue Service to a
A minor exchange of words group of informants. Informants
broke out at the end of the are often low-income accountants
meeting when the senate heard an or women scorned.

stopping by on such short notice during her
tremendously busy schedule and acknowledging our help. It is a definite honor.
But most of all, we would like to thank
David Pitchford for the fantastic job he has
done in bringing such a brilliant diversity of
speakers this year including Ms. Devlin, Cicely Tyson, Masters and Johnson, and Angela
Davis. The Chair of the Speaker's Committee
is not an easy one to effectively fill, and David
has shown an exceptional ability to do so.
We will make a toast in you honor with our
next glass.of wine, David. Thanks again for
your fine work.
Becky Lowry
Debbie Serns

the wrong people, and to deny ever having
heard of supplicant individuals and organiza·
tions is astonishing. They are either incompe·
tent or malicious. Why do we have such
people "wotking" for us? Aren't there capable students to do these jobs who need the
work and would be cooperative and helpful to
their fellow students? Since we are paying for
this "service facility" why don't we give the
Student Union back to the students?
Martin J. Doviak
grad student
P.S.: I am UNM campus rep. for ACTION,
sponsored by GSA-which has tried to help
but appears powerless-to giv~ out information and recruit applicants for Peace Corps
and VISTA programs once a week. I am,
temporarily I hope, exiled from the SUB.
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John Redhouse (1.) and Larry Emerson (r.) ask investigation.

Nancy Hollander,
Executive Director

Sports Editor
Gregory Lalire

reconocio el Dia Primero de Mayo
en honor de Ia lucha de los
trabajadores de los Estados
Unidos, El Primero del Mayo fue
elegido porque en ese dia una
huelga general era sostenida
alrededor de USA para imponer
esa demanda. Cinco lideres de ese
.movimiento fueron arrestados,
juzgados y ejecutados.

-~

He's Unimpressed With SUB
To the Editor:
I have been under the impression that the
Student Union Building existed as a facility to
serve the students-one of the things that we
were provided in return for paying our student fees. If I am right, the non-student
personnel who are hired to sit behind desks
upstairs at the SUB sit there not to dictate to
students and student organizations, but to
.serve them. Why is it then that whenever a
representative of a duly recognized and sponsored organization wishes to set up an information table in the SUB, he or she is made to
feel like a trespasser in the personal fiefdom
of some self-important Ms. Gallegos or Ms.
Neher? The ability of these women to forget,
to lose records of requests, to provide the
wrong number of tables on the wrong days to

Como las 8 horas de trabaio
diario comenzo? Durante los anos
1880's una lucha fue comenzada
pot los trabajadores de los Estados
Unidos por los Knights of Labor,
Un ese tiempo las horas normales
de trabajo eran 14.

!f

A Toast To David Pitchford
·This is not a letter criticizing someone's
choice for PEC chairman or taking a pro or
con stand on a Nader-like organization. It is
simply a letter of thanks to two people.
Deborah and I are normally employed by
the Popular Entertainment Committee, but for
the past few weeks, we have been helping
out the Speaker's Committee with the appearance by Bernadette Devlin.
Last night (April 30), David Pitchford,
Chairperson of the Committee, mentioned our
work to Ms. Devlin. She promptly came by to
thank us for the help and chat for a moment
before delivering her speech.
We would like to thank Ms. Devlin for

1 de Mayo, Historia

I

(across from Popejoy Hall)

Lt. Blue, Green
Navy, Beige
Brown, Yellow

Mountaineering Club on the
Board and that he and the vice
president of the club both had to
sign any check from the Board.
The bill was withdrawn by its
authors after Benavidez asked for
assurance that the board could be
kept in check.
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Marion M. Cottrell, 44 a UNM civil
engineering professor is seeking elec·
lion on May 7 to the City Council
from District 9. Courell said he ran for
the City Commission in 1971
because of his concern for Albuquer·
que of the future.
"That future is with us now," Cot·
trell said in announcing lor the 1974
race. "Our future is now, tomorrow.
"The leadership of this city should
be committed to solving some of the
problems which have been generated
by eKplosilie uncontrolled growth and
sprawl. Specifically, we need to consi·
der the quality of our urban environ·
ment. A city must be more than a site
for a concentrated population. It ob·
viously has to provide economic op·
portunity and adequate housing and
services for the residents. It should
provide them well and efficiently. In
addition, a city should be a place of
beauty, a place for recreational and
cultural growth. a community.
"I have previously raised questions
on the quality of life in Albuquerqye
and dealt with a number of specifics,"

Marion Cottrell

Cottrell said. "I will throughout this
campaign be discussing Albuquerque
tomorrow, the city that Albuquerque
can be."
Cottrell said some of the major
issues he will concentrate on are, land
use and comprehensive planning,
public transportation, crime, and
growth.
"Planned. sensible growth consis·
tent with our env~ronment and our
economic needs carries a high prior·
ity," Cottrell said. "Emphasis should
be on the quality of the community."
Cottrell feels there should be
"open and responsive government,"
and proposes that not only should
council meetings be open but broadcast by radio.
Other issues of concern, Cottrell
said are the city's role in consumer
protection, financial home rule, the
city's relations with the state legisla·
ture.

JWIRION M. COTIRELL
FOR YOUR COUNCILLOR
0 I STRICT 9 Ballot Position 13C
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Zapatera
at Rodey
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Qtllnnngt'
by Charles Andrews
Steve Scnroeder is the new PEC

chairperson.
I congratulated him in person
yesterday. But he knows I don't
feel he can bring to the committee
what is necessary for it to be
1·esponsive to student tastes, and
good taste in general.
I tried to fight for the
appointment of someone muscially
knowledgeable enough to allow a
continuation of the too frequent
blunders PEC makes when
considering concert offers. When I
saw no one in whom I felt
confident apply for the position, I
decided to apply for it myself.
Sure, I would have enjoyed doing
it-what's wrong with enjoying
your work? I've enjoyed my three
years as Lobo Arts & Media
Editor-but my initial and main
motive was to break the cycle of
ignorance PEC has always been
afflicted with.
It's not as though I jumped on a
bandwagon: I've been knocking
many of the concert choices all
year, and for much of my previous
two years, as have most of the
people at KUNM and many other
students I know.
I obviously fought Steve's
appointment in the wrong way. I
didn't have enough political savvy
or the stomach for it, and that's
what it took. When I did get a...,
chance to voice my opinion about
why I though many students were
dissatisfied with what PEC had
been giving them and what it would
take to change that, I apparently
was speaking either to the wrong
person or at the wrong moment, or
to a closed mind. I wasn't allowed
the chance to address the Senate
yesterday after they voted to bring
the nomination out of committee

.,

for a vote by the whole
Senate-even though Sen. Damon
Tobias, after warning me that he
was at that point of the opinion
that Schroeder should be
confirmed, requested that Senate
hear any information members of
the gallery might have in order to
make a more intelligent decision.
But Senate would have nothing to
do with it-they wanted to get it
over with, the facts be damned.
Schroeder himself was dignified
and honest throughout-which is
more than can be said for some of
the people who were pushing for
his appointment, for whatever
reason, and at least one person who
opposed him. But very few actively
opposed him except the people
who had unsuccessfully applied for
the nomination. I guess the rest of
you don't care.
Well, I'm tired of it all. Tired of
complaining to students who don't
even have the interest to show up at
any PEC meetings, tired of beating
my head against a political wall
when I actively try to get the
situation changed.
Tonight, after we get Friday's
Lobo put together, I'll no longer be
Arts & Media Editor. Possibly I
won't even be in Albuquerque by
summer-although I'm sorely
tempted to stay by the prospect of
several incredibly good concerts
which seem likely to happen here. I
might not be around to be on the
short end of decisions made by a
new PEC just like the old PEQ-but
you will.
When you've had your fill of
another year of Three Dog Purples,
don't do your griping in ·my
presence. You people deserve every
turkey they hand you.
Henri Rousseau, Alfred
Jarry, Erik .Satie, and
Guillaume Apollinaire, all
knew each other at one time.
Can you believe that kids?
That's not all. They all lived
in Paris, and knew Pablo
Picasso. Together they
celebrated birthdays. This
made for a good time had by
all since their birthdays were
never on. the same day.

By JEFFREY HUDSON
The original adaptation of
Frederico Garcia Lorca 's violent
farce "Zapatera" continues its run
at Rodey Theatre from Thursday,
May second through Sunday, May
fifth. It is directed by UNM
professor Peter Pr~·•lse, using his
own adaptation and ·rics, and an
alternating cast.
The set, designed uy guest
art is t·in·residence John Wright
Stevens, is done as a Spanish
version of the "Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari." Stevens also did the
costume designs that range from
the type of apparel worn by the
townspeople gauzed in white face
and white dress or red faced in red
dress or purple face and ...
The strong points of the show,
are the alternating performancs of
mime veterans Jeff Slaten and
Bruce Rathburn as the turkey
trotting, snuff-sneezing suitor.
Gerry Glover's unbelievable
choreography of the Scorn Dance
is another high point.
Otherwise, Lisa Berkson or
Carol Fritzky as Zapateria, the
ill-tempered, shrieking, she·jackel
who henpecks her husband and
harrasses the townspeople, give a
semi-convincing show of womenly
aggressions against a male world
full of idiot suitors and dullard
husbands. She sings inaudibly.
Mark Tang, as Zapateria's
shoemaker husband, looks and
acts like a four year old with grey
hair.
The matador and mayor do
admirably, but the child is simply
horrible. His appearance shutters
on cue.
It is remarkable that the
originality of the play held up.
Rodey continues to offer
outstanding plays on unbelievable
sets. It's too bad they can't find
anything besides decor to fill
them.
Curtain is at 8:15 with a
matinee on May fifth. Tickets for
"Zapatera" are available at the
Rodey Theatre box office.

~·

The Patty-will·stay·with·theSLA communique/tape, ending
with an SLA soldier announcing
the 'Army's "National anthem,"
lws drawn a disclaimer (rom Blue
Thumb Records. The song
adopted by the SLA was the
Crusaders' "Way Back home, "
(rom their new album, Scratch.
The Crusaders, Blue Thumb said
in its -statement, disclaimed
/mow/edge or responsibility for
the use of t/w song by the SLA.
-from ROLLING STONE's
"Random Notes"

Poverty Hits Bandelier
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The Bandelier East Poverty
The plays are sure to please
Players will present a revue of ten everyone no matter how bizarre
shortcomic plays under the with such topics as SEX! DEATH!
heading of THE BUGGER CITY INSANITY! RATS! AND
REVUE Friday through Sunday, CHICAQO! They are also
May 3, 4, 5at 8:15pm in Bandelier . recoromended for the straighter
East.
crowd, because they are sure to
The plays, ranging in length have some very lasting effects on
from five to 30 minutes, are sub evm·yone. The student will not
titled AN EVENING OF GONZO only find these plays entertaining
DRAMA OF FEAR AND but instructive because some
LOATHING IN BANDELIER interesting currents in
EAST. They we1·e written by contemporary drama are
Woody Allen, Sam Shepard, Israel exemplified by the revue,
Admission is only one dollar.
Hol'Ovitz, Jules Feiffer, and other
well known modern writers.
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Folk music.
Pool Room
I
Revisited !Jigg's
§
Pool Tables, Air-Hockey, i
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Photo by Alfred Stleelitz

Dean Emeritus John Robb will
discuss "Composing from Musical
Archives" as the concluding lecture
in the Zimmerman Library series in
the Clinton P, Anderson Room.
artists: Marin, Dove, Hartley and Scheduled for tonight at 7:30p.m.,
always-photographs from both · the lecture is open to the public
continents.
without charge.
Former dean of the UNM
'291' has been recognized as a
Co
liege of Fine Arts, · Robb
major force in American art. The
g1·aduated
from Yale University
utilization of the space was as
with
a
law
degree
and practiced law
revolutionary as the works it
19
years
in
New
York before
for
contained. The galleries were an
to
music.
devoting
himself
oasis in a city "inhospitable"
Over the years Robb has
towards modern art and ideas. The
spirit of experimentation drew recorded and transcribed about
many visitors regularly, and 2,600 folk songs, collected about
prompted O'Keeffe to say "When I 1,000 from other sources-pri·
in the Southwest but also
first came to New York, '291' was marily
material
from all over the world.
the only place you could go to
The
first
recording of music from
when you felt bad."
Nepal produced in this country
The environment of '291' is (Folkways 1958) came from
being re·created, in the UNM Art Robb 's collection.
Museum May 9·10, 11 to 4. The
His UNM lecture will be
works will be those originally illustrated with his tapings which
shown at '219'. Most are borrowed form a rich panorama of the
from the Art Museum, some on South west's people-their Jives and
loan from Beaumont Newhall and thoughts as expressed in song and
dance music.
the Witkin Gallery, NYC.

The Photo-Secession
By SUSAN HARDER
Several artists seceded from the
mainstream in photography early
in this century and opened, under
the aegis of Alfred Stieglitz, a
gallery at '291' Fifty Avenue, New
York City in 1905. The three room
garret painted in olive and grey
tones and skirted around, a large
brass bowl imposing in the center,
saw not only a revolution in the
pictorial use of photography, but
also the introduction of Modern
Art to America. Edward Steichen,
a painter and photographer as was
Stieglitz, started the flow of
European works with a collection
of Rodin drawings. The year was
1911 and they were followed by
Cezanne lithographs, Cubist
drawings by Braque and Picasso,
the scupture of Brancusi, and much
more. Stieglitz showed Georgia
O'Kee(fe (who he later married)as
well as other young American
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Moving When
Classes Are Out?

~

Fooz Ball, Pin-Ball.

•
~ Food served exclusively from

!

~2004

Casa Luna

Across

1/2 Central SE ~rN'M
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Choose any size Nationwide
trailer in stock. Choose any
destination where there is a
Nationwide .dealer. Your Nationwide trailer rental cost will
be only $15, with optional hitch
and insurance slightly extra. A
deposit now will reserve a trailer
for up to 30 days. Offer is limited
so get details and a free moving
guide from:

Tasl:• t:h• Finest: in
French Wines.
FII•Hi• Lichin•. Cambin•d
with Salmaraundi Ch•••••·

Charlie Bens Exxon

eThi• Fri. 2:::10-Ei:OG
•Find sat. 1:00-Ei:OO

WHERE?
W••t•rn Win• & Liquar•

4600 Central St.
255·0772

Valley Rentals

Dave's Rentals

6725 4th NW
345-0382

221 Juan Tabo NE
298-9(167

Caristo's Texaco

South Coors Plateau

1635 Candelaria NE
344·09S8

514 Coors SW
836·9928

lttakH a lean look to win a fast race. SANDLER of B'oston pares the sandal down to
size. A thoroughbred thong with harness metal accents, tack room tabs and a padded
insole to keep you ahead of the pack.

(Bring this ad to receive this special price.)

Monterey Bootwear
298-7811
···{llo.!ll~~..,.;lh.!~~!lil"......!l'illo.!ll"i~~;.o..:!lo";lh.SI'"'ill~"'iilloo!,....~

Nationwide

•·

926 Juan Tabo N.E.
Lomas at Juan Tabo N.E.
294..0050
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Foot Stompin'
The Clear Ditch Ramblers, a
bluegrass group from Corrales will
highlight today 's Fiesta activities.
Slated to appear from 9:30AM to
noon, the band primarily uses
material from the Appalachian
Mountains.
"We do some Bill Monroe stuff
and lots of songs we picked up
from artists we met in the hills,"
said Brendon Gannon, a group
member.
The Ramblers have garnered
first place awards at several
bluegrass festivals in the
Southwest area. Their sound is
totally acoustic, but according to
Gannon, "foot stomping is
guaranteed."

'.
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Tired of paying checking service fees! Just-bring a
UNM I.D. to Citizens Bank and receive a FREE
checking account. We're located on Candelaria, a
few blocks east of University Blvd. We also have
Free Bank by Mail. Why pay for something you
can get free?
This offer also includes UNM employees.

CITIZENS.BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE

cb

2901 Candelaria, NE
Telephone 298-8777
2500 louisiana, NE/1213 San Pedro, NE
Open 'ti16.
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Photo by Mike Gandert

Look what's in store for next year: The 1974·75 UNM Chaparrals. Front row left to right: Carolyn Collins,
Kim Kremer, Vicki Huff, Mary Jo Talley, Clare Condon. Middle row: Frances Martine, Suzie Keisel (head),
Jolene Broce, Karen Stratton, Gayle Corle. Back row: Debbie Granados, Sharon Shurick, Anna Chavez,
Martha Gallegos, Leslie Jensen (asst. head). Alternates for this season will be Collins, Huff, Condon,
Stratton, and Granados.

Recru1t. Hass Ies For Lobos

Co n trover s y seems to
continuously be creeping on the
Lobo bask~tball recruiting efforts.
Yesterday It was announced that
Mi~e Russell, who had signed a
nattonal letter of intent to play at
UNM, had later signed the same
document with New Mexico
Stat~.
.
Smce the nattona.lletter says an
athlete can sign but one such
document, Russell's letter with
the Aggies should- be invalid~
Russell js a 6·7 forward from
Buffalo East High School, an
ali·New Yorker.
The question now is whether
the letter Russell .signed with
UNM is legally binding. New

M~~•te~~il~m'
co-signed
by his legal guardian,
which the national letter requires.
So far investigation by the
Lobos has turned up no proof
that the document is invalid, by
inadequate signature or any other
reason. UNM assistant athletic

director, Ike Singer, is in Buffalo
now trying to clarify the matter.
Singer will also be trying to clear
up rumors that UNM is being
investigated by the NCAA for rule
infractions.
These rumors were supposedly
started by other schools in order
to lull the Lobo recruiting edge.
Rumors during this time could
drastically harm the Lobos
chances for Moses Malone.
Stan Bates commissioner of
the Western Athletic Conference
has sent a letter to Russell's coach
and parents saying that the Lobos
are not now nor have been
recently investigated and do not
face any threat of probation.

~

*Football: Pon Woods-a
bronzed wishbone, ..
*Cross Country: Faustino
Salazar-an all expenses paid trip
to Mexico City, no transportation
provided.
*Men's swimming and water
polo-an all expenses paid trip to
Europe, no transportation
provided.
*Women's swimming: Cathy
Cart, a '54 Chevy.
*Men's gymnastics; Pave
Repp-a rusty iron cross, a side of
hoarse, and ten year's worth of
free haircuts at Antonio's barber.
*Women's gymnastics: Susie
Mohr-a set of uneven paralles
bars: Mildred's and Heights.
*Wrestling: Milton Seals-a
large safety pin and a lot of riding
time in a cradle.
*Field Hockey: Sharon
Pharris-a new sport and a new
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(Continued on Page 13)
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Early indication of the decision
If you're leaving for the summer or just want to store your winter clothes,
seems to point in favor of UNM and. Russell will have to either
bike. skies, stereo, etc., take advantage of this special offer.
attend UNM or play for a school §
~um•Nnmau••Hmm•uun~num"mn•uhuu•umuuuuumuum•umnmuuummun•mnnuum•umnuun••m••!
=
not bound by the national Jetter =
of intent.
_
UNM STUDENT. FACULTY, STAFF, DISCOUNT
~
e
Should Russell's letter with
;
5' X 10' X 8' $18 from May 13-Aug. 31
li
~
UNM show to be invalid he would
s
Regularly $12 per month, a $48 value.
•
then be back at the beginning, a
s
Oth I k
$9 $55
th !L ff
!!
free agent able to play anywhere
~
er oc ers reg. per mon 13 0 •
~
he chose.
~
Cash in advance for these special prices.
If the letter is valid the Lobos
:r.mm•umlmunmmmmuunununmammuaiumnuuuuuuuunlftuuuuwunnmu••um••u•muum••u•u•u•••~
will be just about finished with
this year's recruiting giving them
flflfl
six of the seven allowed. The
Self Storage Warehouse
Lobos will probably hold on to
their last pick in rare hopes of
signing 6·1 0 Moses Malone.
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Ontheotherha~
Mexico
.State is currently ·w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~ii~~~~~~
on ~
probation from the NCAA for
giving alleged illegal aid to guard
John Williamson, now a starter
with the professional New York
Nets, and 7·foot Roland (Tree)
Grant.

I
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Undergraduate Seminar Program
for-semester I, 1974-75

AMERICAN OPINION
BOOKSTORE

Brochure of Courses is Now Available
in the
Honors Center

'

Documentary Materials for
the Am,ricanist Cause

5500 Lomas NE

Phone 265-4176

Three·Mile Run (14: 20,
13; 50)-Faustino Salazar
( 14:06.9), Matthew Segura
( 14: 18. 9 ), and Blair Johnson
(14:13.1) have all qualified for
UNM. WAC's best: BYU's Pave
Babiracki, 13'36. Six·Mile Run
( 3 0:30, 29:05)-Biair Johnson,
2 9 : 3 5. 8 has qualified. WAC's
best: UTEP's Bob Wallace, 28:57.
3,000 Meter Steeplechase (9: 20,
9: 0 0 )-Jay Miller, 9:08.8, has
qualified. WAC's best; UTEP's
Bob Wallace, 9:02.1. Decathlon
(6,500, 7,100)-Frank Joseph,
6828 points, has qualified, WAC's
best: BYU's Chris Lythell, 7,518.
440-yard relay (None,
41.0)--UNM's quartet has a 40.9.

WAC's best: UTEP's 39.4. Mile
relay (None, 3:11.5)-UNM has a
3; 11.3. WAC's best: Arizona's
3; 09.1. 440-Intermediate hurdles
(54.0, 52.0)--Mel Powers, 51.9,
has q uaiified. WAC's best: CSU's
Bruce Ginther, 50. 7, 120·yard
high hurdles (14.6, 13.9)--No
Lobo has qualified. ·WAC's best:
CSU's Ken Godfrey, 14.2
Hammer throw ( 150-0,
183·0)-No Lobo hM qualified,
WAC's best: UTEP's Peter
Farmer, 230·1. Shot Put (55-0,
59·0)-Randy Withrow, 57·1, has
qualified. WAC's best: UTEP's
Hans Hogllllld, 6 6-8. Piscus
Throw (165-0, 175·0)-No Lobo
has qualified. WAC's best: BYU's

Zdravko Pecar, 199·3. Javelin
throw (220·0, 238-0)-Garland
Prater, , 220·6, has qualified.
WAC's best: Arizona's Sam
Strickland, 264·7.
High jump (6-7, 6-11)-No
Lobo has qualified. WAC's best:
ASU's Paul Underwood, 7-3. Pole
vault (15.3, 16-3)-Ingemar
J ern ber, 16·10, has qualified.
WAC's best: UTEP's Larry Jessee,
17·4. Triple jump (48.5,
50·0)-No Lobo has qualified.
WAC's best: B YU's Sigurd
Lnageland, 52·4. Long jump
(23-7, 24·8)--Bob Nance, 25-2,
and Tom Kent, 24·2 have
qualified. WAC's best: ASU's
Parry! Hughes, 25·6.

Air Force RO IC...
The college scholarship
m with fringe
benefits.

•

•

(Continued from I?age12)

The Truth in Time
BOOKS
PAMPHLETS
MAGAZINES
AUDIOTAPES

UTEP's Chris Garpenborg.
In the 220-yard dash (21.6,
21. 2) Henderson has qualified
with a 21.1. The senior sprinter
also has a wind aided 20.9 BYU's
Pale Connolly leads the 220 men
with a 20.6. In the 440·yard dash
(48.3, 47.0) Mike .Solomon has
come through with a 47.7 with
'the WAC's best being Brent
Webster's 46.8 for Utah.
Other events shape UP this way:
8 8 0 - y a r d r u n ( 1 : 5 2. 7 ,
1:49.8)--No Lobo has qualified
yet. WAC's best: U1'EP's Wilson
Waigwa, 1:50. One mile (4:14,
4:04 )--No Lobo has qualified yet.
WAC's best: Paul Cummings,
3:56.4 (new conference record).

Awards ...

'

A schedule of these one-credit hour seminars
with descriptions is available at the Honors Center
office (SW corner of Zimmerman Library).
Courses are open to all undergraduates-no
prerequisites. Emphasis is on discussion and student participation. Enrollment limited to 15 students in each course.
For more information go to Honors Center, or
call ext. 220 1.

(7 p.m.) at University Stadium
against the University of Colorado
.!:>
before hosting the WAC
·~
champsionships
the following
1:1
weekend.
8 "Colorado has ·a good team,
·~
one of the top in the Big Eight,"
UNM's Hugh Hackett said. "They
~
beat us indoors."
The Buffalos have first rate
~
..; individuals in the long jump and
..... triple jump. Long jumper Kingsley
Adams has a leap of 26-1 this year
and James Nyumutti has gone
53·6 in the triple jump.
Other top Colorado tracksters
include Bill Jankunis, a 7-3 high
jumper, and a top two-miler duo
of Mike Peterson and Ted
Castenada. The Buffalos also have
a 9.4 sprinter to give UNM's
Walter Henderson a run for his pat
on the back.
May 10 and 11 (Saturday and
.Sunday) the Lobos will host the
conference championships for the
first time since 1967. BYU, the
winners over UNM in a dual meet
last week, was the team champion
last year on its home track in
Provo. The Cougars will have their
work cut out for them trying to
repeat in Albuquerque.
"El Paso is the favorite,"
Hackett said. "Then comes us,
BYU, and the two Arizona
shcools. We have a good chance to
place in all but one or. two
events."
·
.Since the first track and field
championship was held in 1963,
both UNM and Brigham Young
have won four, UTEP has
triumphed twice, and Arizona
State captured the very first meet
on its h9me course. The Lo bos
latest title, however, was way
back in 1967.
Though Hackett feels all the
teams will have difficulty in
keeping up with the powerful
Miners, who rely on a lot o(
foreign talent, the coach knows
his team won't finish in seventh
place as in 1973.
For one thing, the Lobo
tracksters finished a strong third
in the WAC indoor right behind
UTEP and BYU. For anothher,
there appears to be more overall
talent on the squad.
Twenty-one Lobos have already
qualified for the WAC meet here
as a result of their performances
in earlier meets.
In the 1 OO·yard dash ( 9. 6 to
qualify for WAC, 9.5 to qualify
for the nationals) two Lobos have
qualified for the conferenceWalter Henderson, 9.4; Jose
LaForte, 9.6. The best WAC
performance is a 9. 2, run twice by
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The Paily Lobosportsstaffhas
taken upon itself to choose who it
believes are the most valua.ble
a th le te s in each of the
intercollegiate sports at UNM.
Nothing of any monetary value
(trophies, watches, autographed
pictures of Rudy Feldman) will be
awarded, but these deserving
athletes will have the thrill of
seeing their names in this
newspaper.
Kisses and/or handshakes are
avaiable if the need arises.
Suggested awards follwo
athlete's names.
*UNM's athlete of they year:
Bernard. ·Hardin-a spanking new
Schwinn, ten-speed, to be selected
at his own discretion.
*Men's basketball: Bernard
Hardin (see above).
*Women's basketball: Margaret
Gonzales-a' night on the town
with Gabe Nava.

The tracksters close out their

0 dual meet season Saturday night

~

Lobo Awards Lobes

Tracksters Warmup For WA.C
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name.
*Men's skiing: Larry Brooks-a
family pass to Red River, by
Georgel
*Women's skiing: Nancy
Church-a lift out of Purgatory.
*Men's tennis: Peter Amdt-we
arndt givin' ya nuttin '.
*Women's tennis: Joanne
Boehning-a fuzzball from Ferrel.
*Baseball: Mike
Pettel!uzzo"""1:ontact lel!ses and a
genuine autographed aluminum
bat ~rom Paul Shelton.
*Track: Walter Henderson-a
Swedish name.
*Women:s Golf: Alell:andra
Reil!hardt-a ball on the green ill
one shot.
*Men's Golf: Jack Rice-a hole
in one with .Alexandra (Don't get
teed oft').
*Volleyball: The Borl! Twins-a
double date with Paul Kruse and a
couple of highballs.
*Coach of the Year: Norm
Ellenberger-a Moses to lead tJNM
to the promised land.

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship to join the Air Force ROTC. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental fees
aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years.
And free flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting fringe
benefit of all.
Interested?

Contact Major Austin
University of New Mexico
Corner of Yale & Roma

277-4502
Find Yourself A Scholarship In Air Force ROTC.

All Lip Service announcements for
the next two weeks' activities must be
in by a p.m. today, as the LOBO ends

spring semester publication tomorrow.

Delta Sigma Pi, Professional Business
Fraternity, will hold its last regularly
scheduled business meeting this Thurs.,
May 2, at 7:ao p.m. in Rm. 230 of the
SUB.
There will be a rally Sat., May 4 at 1
p.m. in Roosevelt Park to celebrate
May Day, the International Workers
Holiday, There will be local speakers
and entertainment.
Dr. M, Shafi of Dikewood CorP. will
give a public lecture on ulslam: The
Religion of Peace" in the SUB
Ballroom on FrL, May a at 7:aO p.m.
Talk will be followed by question and
answer period. Refreshments wiH be
served.
1st Banquet for Women Athletes
honoring 100 women in inte~Collegiate
athletics at UNM at the Hilton Inn on
Thurs., May 2. Cocktails 6:15; dinner 7
p.m.; program 8 p.m. Students $5,
Others $7.50.
Norman Blelstein, a University of

these fields, yet they insist that
their judgement should be given
greater authority than the
experts," McNamara said.
As a member of the Urban
Observatory, McNamara has made
several contributions to the
community.
During the student protest in
spring of 1970, the sociology
dpeartment was united, and
bec'ause of their support of the
demonstrations, had the
reputation of being a radical
department.
The following year, 1970-71,
graduate students asked to have a
voice in the government of the
department, with about half the
department supporting and half
opposing.
Later, an open breach • among
sociology faculty was touched off
by Tomasson firing three of the
teaching assistants. Shortly
thereafter, two junior professors,
who were actively involved in
support of the fired tear;hing
assistants, were also terminated.
In early spring of 197 2, six
assistant professors, including
Me Namara, formally petitioned
the dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences to remove Tomasson
as chairperson of the department.
Three months later, the dean
appointed a three-man
investigating committee which
recommened Tomasson not be
removed from office, but that
Assistant Professor
certain
reforms be made in the
.Patrick McNamara-The
mode of governing the
only remaining sociology
department.
"The reforms," McNamara said,
faculty member who
''were never carried out.
opposed Richard
Consequently, the department
To masson as sociology
has been governed for all practical
purposes by tenured members
chairperson in 1972,
only.
McNamara has now
''I am the only remaining
received notice of his
member of the original 'tragic six',
who signed the petition," he said.
denial of tenure.
"I believe that my role in
opposing Tomasson is very
sociology: urban sociology and significant in the decisions that
sociology of religion. I have have been made against me."
received 18 letters of
McNamara has hired two
recommendation on my behalf, lawyers to represent him and has
six of which come from nationally said he is "reasonably confident I
prominent sociologists, including will eventually win, since my case
one from a former president of is very strong."
the American Sociological
For the past two months,
Association.
McNamara has received word that
Four of these six sociologists · he would have a dean's
are specialists in one or both of recommendation "very shortly",
my fields. None of the tenured
and feels that delays in the final
faculty members in the sociology
decision may be hurting his case.
department here are specialists in
The Dean's Tenure Advisory

Send Morna care
Send her the FfD Sweet Surprise
for Mother's Day (May 12th).

Committee consists of the
following: one member of the
English dept.; one member from
psychology; two from modem
languages; one from economics;
and one from math.
This is the second time
McNamara has been evaluated for
his teaching abilities and
publications. During the fall of
1972, McNamara had been up
before a tenure decision because
of an oral understanding that had
beerl made between Tomasson
and McNamara, but was never

!"

written in his contract. The
agreement was that McNamara's
previous two years of teaching at
the U11iversity of Texas at El Paso
was to be acknowledged as one
year of probation at UNM. But
this WMS not discovered until last
year. Subsequently, he was
re-evaluatedthisyear.
A letter is being prepared to
present to Vice-President Chester
Travelstead on McNamara's
behalf, should Dean Wollman
f o ll o w t h e So c i o I o g Y
Department's recommendations,
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Spectacular Production of Eastern Eu.ropean
Folk Music and Dances
A Company of 40!

I
:

MONDAY MAY 6, 1974
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8:05P.M.
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Adults $3.00

I
I
I

Students & Children $2.00

Sponsored by: St. George Greek Orthodox Church
· -Tickets Available AI DoorFor More Information Call 247·9411
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I believe, by law they are
· supposed to-what extremely
little I know is due to
mildly-informed friends. Few they
are.
Hmmm, Friends. You happen
to have a waitress that is friendly
and likes to talk? You don't have
to tip her because she's your
friend. She may not be for long.
Another neat person to meet is

••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~=.::..

LAnG ELLS
ART SUPPLY
COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB-ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATERIALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLifS AND PAPERS

WASHINGTON ( UPI)-The Senate voted 53 to 42
Wednesday to approve a controversial bill to establish no-fault
automobile insurance plans in every state. The measure now
goes to the House where its fate is uncertain.
Shortly before the final vote, the Senate voted 54 to 40
against a motion by Sen. Roman Hruska, R-Neb., to recommit
the measure and thus kill it for this year.
The bill, which requires each state to adopt no-fault plans
based on minimum federal requirements, now goes to the
House where both sides concede it faces "an uncertain fate."

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3·211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344-5002

infortnationnl meeting on

Another neat person
to meet is the Coffee
Drinker-not just your
normal coffee drinker,
but the one who stays
several hours to drink
study, pass time or just
get together with friends.
Coffee Drinker is special.
would like to go to bed with you;
nor do I like being raped by you
because I have to walk home from
work at four in the morning and
there's no buses.
In fact I don't like the idea of
being raped in any circumstance.
I don't like threats or such an
ungodly act just because the food
isn't coming out fast enough-go
try it on the cook. Or because of
the extra charge for changes on

by Garry Trudeau
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I

the menu or because the food
costs too much.
None of that is my fault so why
are you so rnad? Do you like
being forced to work on your day
off? Or being hh·ed because your
boss thought you would be a goocl
fuck?
I think this all means that I
would like you as student, as
customers, as people to care
enough about other people, to

Lunches Daily at OKIE'S
Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1

r·------'i®Wni:-·";
M
~

I!.
I

CORDUROY
JEAN
BELLS
Tan, Yellow
Black, Navy
Sand, Grey

!Ill

I
I

5

10.00

.
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SHOP
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Vote for a Full-Time
Councillor

Sweet Surprise,
arranged,
usually available
lor leSs than

CLASSICS THEATER

POPEJOY HALL.
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

presents
Sweet SUrprise,

planted,
usually available
for less than

Send it today. It
couldn't be easier.
Just call or visit
your nearby FfD Florist. Tell him
you want the FfD Sweet Surprise:•
One's all flowers ... the other, growing
plants with flower accents. Both
come in dainty hand-painted ceramic
flower buckets. An Extra Touch'"
gift she'lllove. Your FfD Florist can
send your Sweet Surprise almost
anywhere in the U.S. or Canada.

*As an independent

businessman, each
FlD Merrber Aorist
sets his own prices.
c 1974 Aorists'
Trans\\l>rld Delivery

You should!

Robert Boht's stirring drama

A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS

National life Insurance
proudly introduces

Robert C. jackson Ill.
Robert is an outstanding student at UNM completing his
M.ll.A. and is a career life underwriter with us.
.
As a result, we feel this is an excellent opportunity for you
to discuss your financial [:llans with somebody that knows
and cafes about your future. Call:•243-5679

May 2, 3, 4-8: 15-May 5-2:15
Tickets-s3.00, s2.50, 52.00
i•

Ray E: Cramer, C.l.U.
General Agent

All Students s1.00 Discount
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•
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Do you know this man?
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realize that no matter how 'low'
someone elscs job is that they are
people, that they shouldn't be
taken advantage of.
And though it is a rather
archaic system perhpas you
should leave a tip cause that's the
way it is now, and I and a lot of
other people have to live with it.
What I know is that l am a low
working class individual and I
know I 11m mad.

"":..,"'t'~ ;:~
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invited.

An

than not we have to pay for
broken items. We have to pay for
our uniforms, shoes, nylons,
makeup (to look less slea:~:y and
more desirable to the customer so
he doesn't notice how bad his
food is until it's too late).
Waitresses are under pressure to
smile, to go faster and faster and
faster, to answer phones, to fill
and replenish shakers, coffee pots.
At some places waitresses sweep
carpets, mop floors, wash coffee
pots, clean out machines and a
host of other little duties
conveniently called SIDE WORK.
That means the restaurant is
getting cheap janitorial work. If
between waiting on customers and
setting tables you don't get your
SIDE WORK done then you have
to stay WITHOUT PAY for as
long as an hour and a balf to
finish it.
By the way, just because I'm
your waitress doesn't mean I'm
here to listen to your pro blcms,
and iust because I may have time
to listen to you doesn't mean I

DOONESBURY
• '{f~

METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES

Hall. Coffee and doughnuts wlll be
served prior to the talk. The public is

international scholarships will be held
at the International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas N.E., today at 4 p.m.

the Coffee Drinker-not just your
normal coffee drinker but the one
who stays several hours to drink,
study, pass time or just get
together with friends. Coffee
Drinker is special. Coffee Drinker
will demand a lot of service: refills
on water every 20 minutes, refills
of coffee every 5 to 15 minutes
plus three pitchers of cream, 2 of
which Coffee Drinker will drink
right down and order a couple
more. Milk is 25 cents and a
creamer is free .
At any rate three hours later
Coffee Drinker may finally burn
out and decide to leave. His ticket
was only coffee (I only drank
coffee-no need to leave a tip)
WRONG! You used an immense
amount of service. Two out of a
hundred coffee drinkers leave a
tip. The reason I know is I serve
them all the time and I only know
two who do. Coffee Drinker will
get poorer and poorer service until
his is finally totally rejected from
a waitress' mind and will be lucky
to get one refill let alone any
service. We can be awfully bitter.
A few miscellaneous facts you
might like to know: do you know
those fine ash trays, candles and
shakers and silverware you like to
take home with you as souvenirs
or household items? Well, it's an
awful inconvenience to have to
pay for those or if I don't have to
pay for them it is even more
inconvenient for me to hunt
around at other tables to find
tpem for my next customers.
Also,. the more things stolen,
higher overhead costs create
higher food costs. More often

Senate Passes No-Fault Bill

Denver math protessor, will speak
Thurs., May 2 in Rm. 104 at Marron

Elootions to fill vacancies on the
Women's Center Coordinating Comm.
will be held at the Women's Center
through May. 2 from 8 a.m.•5 p.m. All
women are eligible to vote.
Applications ate now being accepted
for the ASUNM Lobby Committee and
the ASUNM Speakers Committee. The
committees will be operating during
the summer. Applications are available
in the ASUNM Student Govemtnent
Office, second Door of the SUB.
"Parapsychology and Pyramid
Power" will he the topic of an informal
coffee and conversation Fri. afternoon
from 2:30 to 4:30 in the Honors
Center lounge, Guests will be Sheltim
Jackson and Jerry Katz. All are Invited,

(Cu. ',,;ued from page 4)

have to pay the ticket, But if she
does catch you and runs like a
deer, please don't shoot, stab or
mutilate.
If she misses work, there is no
sue h tbing as sick leave, she
merely loses her hours, her $1.30
an hour and those famous tips. we
keep hearing about. Sometimes
she may lose her job. And as often
as not there is no compensation.
Sometimes if you have a good
·employer (ho ho) and fairly
knowledgeable fellow employees,
you may find that if you injure
yourself at work you get paid for
the damages, but it's hard to tell
sometimes, because you sign no
contracts.. Employers don't always
post the employees' rights though,

If you're a poor
student,. why are you
eating out? If you can eat
out, you can leave a tip.
If you can't leave a tip,
you're not worth my
time. That's what it's all
about, you know.

I
I
1

CENTER- KIVA AUDITORIUM:

I

Wonder Why The Waitress Hates You?
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Sociology of Religion and has
presented 10 papers to national or
regional meetings.
"I believe the judgement of the
tenured faculty with regard to my
publications is ill-founded,"
McNamara said.
"I specialize in two areas of

~

l

·Tenure
Denied To Sociology Prof
.

Assistant Sociology Professor
Patrick H. McNamara, the only
remaining member of the
Sociology faculty who in 197 2
opposed Richard Tomasson as
chairman of the Sociology
Department, has received notice
of his denial of tenure.
The notice of his tenure denial
came after Professor Pedro David,
chairman of the department, and
a f i v e - m a n 'c o m J:U i t t'l! e
recommended unanimously to
Dean Nathania! Wollman of the
College of Arts and Sciences that
it be denied.
McNamara has since appealed
the recommendation and now
Wollman has appointed an
advisory committee composed of
six members in the College of Arts
and Sciences to review his case.
After several weeks of
investigation, the committee has
been able to hear both sides of the
issue as presented by Prof.
McNamara, and Profs. David and
·Tomasson. The case as presented
by Profs. David and Tomasson
against Prof. McNamara is based
on the following criteria: teaching
ability; research and :Publications;
contributions to local community,
as well as professional societies;
and personal characteristics.
As shown by the yearly teacher
evaluations which were completed
by students, McNamara's average
score for his four years of
academ·ic teaching fluctuated
between 6.0 and 6.4 on a scale of
seven.
Prof. McNamara's publications
consist of 15 articles, seven book
reviews, and a reader, which
exceeds the output of several
tenured professors currently in
the department, He is also the
197 5 national program
chrurperson of the Association for

.,..

DistriCt3
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Action not Promises

41

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates: lOc per word per day with a
$1,00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days,
Terms: Payment must be made in full

11

PERSONALS

GRIBB: Be my Valentine or I'll bust your
basketball! I !-Becky.
5/2
JOHN DUDAGHER NEEDS your help to
change the course of Albuquerque's future-Young, prC)gressive, a TRU Environm~t~l!s.t. _Position C·6-Mayor.. lij~
Owens-Owens '1-0 W ENS I I (Dist. 3,
May 7.)
li/3
NEED RIDE to New Jersey are11. call
5/3
Larry, 299·9297.
WANTED - SOMEONE FLUENT in
Spanish for intensive conversational exposure. 255·0449.
5/3
THE MAN for the job-Margaret Owens
(Dist. 3),
5/3
EXPERIENCED Photographer wants com·
plete darkroom :md equipment to rent
for the summer. Call 243·7212.
WANTED; LiterarY critic for my revolu·
tionary women's lib manuscript. Must be
open-minded and scientific, Will share
book royalties after publication. E,S., 205
Columbia SE, #5.
5/3
WON'T YOU PLEASE, please help me'IFind a 2·bdrm home, fairly cheap, maybe
close to UNM. Quickly I We will be out on
the street by June 11 Call 266-3433 if
you know of such a place,
5/3
RIDE N.EEDED: Miami or anywhere
5/3
Fla. May U apJ!rox. 268-5539.
DID YOU ATTEND the party at 512 Vas•
sar SE, Sat. 4/207 The white Samoyed
that was chained in front of house was
missing later that nite. If you have any
Idea as to what happened to him,
l'LEASE c:nll 266-.2608. Reward for any
info leading to his return. Desperate I
5/2
WOLFGANG JARAMILLO - Enough experience to know, enough youth to un·
derstnnd, Write-in for Mayor May 7. 5/3
IF YOU THINK you're pregnant &: are
confused about it, call AGORA 2773013 or come by the NW corner of
Mesa VIsta. There are many avenues to
explore. Let'a explore them all.
4/26
DON'T KNOW THE ROPES ON CAM·
PUS 7 We can help in finding finance
for schooling, ~Scheduling clll88es, or ad·
visement. Project Consejo-Peer Counsel·
ing, Mesa Vista, Rm 2035, phone 277·
2530.
.
6/3
PREGNANT AND NEED HELPT You .
have friends who care at Blrthrlirht.
247·9819.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Gray tiger-striped kitten in vicinity
of Lead and Columbia. Please call 2688238, Mazy.
5/3
FOUND: Kitten-White w/gray spot on
f'orehend around College Inn. Plea!e eall
242-0420.
5/3
LOST in Columbia-Lead vicinity: Male
Collie-Shepherd. Gray, 6 weeks, RE·
WARD, Arm. 266-2695.
6/3
LOST: Cat-Gray-white, gray spot on
chin, answers to Milhouse, 266-4137._ 5/3
LOST: Mate . Samoyed, three-years•old.
Please caD 266-2608. Reward for any info
leading to his retum. Owner desperate.
5/2

------------------
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FORSALE

CLOSE-OUT ON CONSOLE and Component Stereos. Some slightly damaged,
prices reduced up to 50 per cent. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE, open
seven days a week,
tfn
PHILHARMONIC T440 or NIKKO 2020
AM·FM multiplex receiver, Garrard f11ll
size turntable with cueing device with
Shure mag cartridge, optional 2 matched
large 12x24 walnut finish cabinets with
12'' woof'ers, 5" midrange, 3" tweetem.
Value $549--eash $245 or terms. Call
House of Sounds, Inc., 1621 4th NW, 7655/3
1903.
MUST SELL-'67 CUTLASS around $650.
Excellent condition. 268-7507.
5/3
AKC ALASKAN Malamute puppy, brood
bitch, black & white, good-looking and
good personality, $126. 266-4469. Tom or
Corless, lteep ·-c~lling.
6/3 SKIERS I ROC 560's w/Nevada bindings,
$125. Used one year. (Need cash.) Call
nights, 266-5014,
5/3
SEVEN PIECE LUDWIG drum set and
Zildjan cymbals. Must sell immediately.,
Best offer, Bruce, 877·8926.
5/3
LOCKING CAR TO:P CARRIER - 14
cubic feet-used once, $35, 266·4883. 6/3
'64 FALCON, 6-cyln,, good condition. Economical, must sell, $126, 266-6206. 5/3
BROWN VlliYL COUCiH~ and chair, $3i
266-0056.
5/3
FENDER PRECISION BASS w/case, excellent condition, super deal, baby, Will
negotiate. Call when the• sun has sunk.
266-5014.
6/3
STEREO SPEAKERS, 3-way speaker IIYB•
tern, 24" x 16" walnut finish cabinet. 12"
Woofer, 5" Midrange, B"Tweeter, crossover. Full warranty. Value $299 demonstrator models only $79.50 per pair. Call
765-1908.
5/3
TURQUOISE &: DIAMONDS set In gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding rings.
6/3
Charly Romero, 268-8896.
BACKPACKERS - come inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at Back CountrY Sports, 2Ul
San .Pedro NE. 266-8113.
5/3
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 6 & 10 speeds,
from $79.91!, Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE, 862·9100,
tfn''

6)

Makers of-

Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Roland Ballonian, a F'rench author,
will speak on "Parents and Children in
American Fiction: A Corrupted
Relationship" tonight at 8 p.m. in
Education 103. The talk is sponsored
by Women's Studies and all are invited.
The Student Health Center's
out·p!lticnt clinic and emergency
services will remain open during the
break between spring and summer
semester, but the infirmary ancl
in-patient clinic will be closed.
For those personS interested in
attending the UNM Mountaineering
Club special event on Saturday May 4,
meet at the Lobo statue at 3:30 for
rides. Festivities· will begin at 4 v.m.
For directions call Bob Jacobs,
345·6109 or Steve Steve Terlecki,
247·8112.
The annual SCEC (Student Council
for Exceptional Children) picnic and
election of officers will be Saturday,
May 4, 11 a.m. at the Villa Santa Maria
Boys Town, All special education
students are invited. Sign up on the
SCEC bulletin board. More
information is available on the board.
An ~nformation Meeting on
International Scholarships will be held
at the International Center, May 2 at 4
p.m. UNM Jrs., Srs., and Graduate
~tudents are encouraged to attend.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

APPLICATIONS NOW being accepted for
1974-75 Junior or Senior UNM student
to work as summer orientation advisor.
June 10-July 15. Pay great, call 277·3730
or stop by Mesa Vista Hall 1066. 5/2

7'

MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOYMENT

STILL LOOKING for a candidate 7 Tzy
John .Budagher for Mayor, he won't rip
NEED A JOB? Me too. Help me on elec..
you off. Position C-6.
5/S
tion day, I'll help you with your prob·
!ems. John Budngher for Mayor, Position I WANT. TO RENT or sublet furnished
C-6.
5/3
apt. ~r furnished house July-August. Any
locat1on. J. Berryman, West Main,
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT offered by
5/3
Ashby, Mass. 01431.
Hand Stitch Co-op. Sew at home. Call
Jacque, 843-6777.
6/2 WANTEJ? TO BUY, SterCOII, TVa, bikes,
typewriters, camera!, speakers, etc. Gun.
WANTED-Full-time computer program•
runner Pawn, 3107 Central NE.
5/8
er•.Must be business-orientated and know
COBOL well, multi-division and multi· THUN~ERBIRD MAGAZINE- All eonbranch company with many benefits.
trlbu,tJons not. used in the last issue can
Salary oPen. Send resume to Data Pro• . be. pu~ked up m Rm 205 Journalism. Ap·
cessing Dept., P.O. Box 25025, Albuquerphcat1ons for next years staff are being
que, New Mexico, 87125.
5/3
taken. The final issue of the Thundetbird
will be distributed during closed and final
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed. Men
weeks in the SUD, Library and Rm 205
and Women. Call YWCA, 247·8841. 5/3
Journalism.

STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Your tougho•t professor lust caught you
ln his bodroorn wlllt his daughter,
He's qradinq your linal exam right now.
Good luck.

10% off entire stock

Classified Advertising Rates
1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum·charge

..

5) ·

KACHINA HOUSE, 2 blocks UNM, 1 bed·
room, $150, 2 bedroom, $190, Includes
~tiliti!:'·~01 H_a~-~ard SE, 261$·~348, 5/_:J
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Wh~re: Journalism Building, Room 205,
RECENTLY RENOVATED near Old
or bv mail
Town. Many unus11al features, $160
Classified Adverti$lng
•month includes utilities. 345-4962,
5/2
UNM P.O. Box: 20
Albuquerque, J)f.M. 87131
TWO & THREE, bd-~houses. Near UNM
& doWlltown. 24.~:'7_814.
5/3
ONE, TWO & THREE room efficiencies
furnished, Near doWlltoWn & UNM. 242·
2) LOST & FOUND
7814.
5/3
"LIONEL," young, healthy, .tiger-striped
LEASE
FOR
SUMMER
SEMESTER.
Lu·
· male kitty lost; 200 block Columbia SE~
caya House Apt. Lead & Maple from
Call 26B:Ii704.
5/2
$115/mo. 843-7632 and 265-9693,
tfn
:l) SERVICES
ROSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-t & 2 Bd11. Furn. &: Unfurn.•
LANDSCAPING & LAWN MAINTEN·
Utilities included. Pool, gas barbeque,
ANCE, commercial & residential, call
large balconies, sauna, ref, air, 10 min.
898-9011, 843-9431,
.
'
5/3
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$150,00. 8201 Marquette NE-266·6071.
NEED TYPING 7 Call New Mexico EdtStudents &: professors welcome Ill
type for fast service. 266-4567.
5/3
ROOMMATE WANTED for large house,
IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap- . Three blocks from UNM, $50. 842·0820.
plication photOJrraphs. Close, quick, sane.
6/3
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterftelda.
SUBLET HOUSE May 1-Sept. 1 - $75
266-9967.
5/8
month. Air-conditioner. 119 Princeton
PASSPORT. IDENTIFICATION photoe.
SE, Apt. 3, 6-8 pm. Leave message, 277Lowest Prices In town, faat, pleaalnlf,
2511.
'
5/3
'f'jear UNM. Call 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
5) FOR SALE
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IDM carbon·
RALEIGH
10-speed bicycle for sale. Three
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
months old, excellent condition. 277-2088.
rates. 298·7147,
·
4/30
6/3
TABOO TATTOO'S latest In akinetic art.
GIBSON ES-325 electric guitar, eherry-red.
Astrological signs. Beautiful deslllnB &:
Two Pick-ups, $350. Also Barcus-Berny
colors, 877-9181. Ray,
5/3
acoustic pick-up. Mickey, 281·3853. 5/3
TYPING, revising, edition and research;
COMPLETE TEN GALLON AQUARIUM
reasonable rates: UNM experience. 266·
set-up, $20. Rossismal Strato 102, 190cm
2114.
5/3
with Soloman 502 bindings, skiied one
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
season, $150 or best offer. 299·1898, 5/3
Clinical Proarram ol'lers ICRal servlcea
for students and etaf!, Fumfehed by
RALEIGH SUPER COURSE, toe clips, ex·
qualified law studenta under facult)' au·
ccllent condition, $130. Call 277-4881. 5/3
pervlsfon. Availability limited to those
BICYCLES.
Lowest prices on finest quality
whose assets and Income do not exceed·
European makes; afternoons, 843-9378.
established guidelines. GOt registration
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for fn·
5/3
formation and appolntmenta. Sponsored
SAVE
GAS!
HONDA
450cc
Scrambler
by Associated Student.a of UNM.
tfn
1972. 7000 mi., excellent shape, 266-4636,
$750.
6/3
4) FOR RENT
~--------~~---HEALTHY
BLACK
BELGIUM
Shepherd
TWO BEDROOM Apt., two blocks · from
5/3
cross puppies. $10, 898·0614.
UNM. Open May 16. $145/mo. Call 266·
6789.
•
5/2
SPA MEMBERSHIP (;~~r) $8.25/mo, $25
tra~fer fee. Evenings, 299-7873.
5/3
LARGE ONE-bedroom Apt., two blocks
from UNM. Open May 18, $125/mo. Call
KLH MODEL 11 portable stereo, turntable.
266·6789.
~
FM, Speakers. Excellent condition, $125.
266-7298. •
6/3
FOR SUMMER-2·bdrmll; furnished, 4
blocks UNM, Princeton SE, 266-4137.
SPA MEMBERSHIP, $8.73/month. Call
5/3
Nancy, 268-7032.
5/3
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
BRAND NEW portable TV, sixty dollars.
apartment complex for the young and
6/2
Call Isaac, 346·4~~6.
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
1965 FORD ECONOLINE camper. Asking
Large swimming pool. 1520 University
$650. '766-5860. Also, old upright plano.
NE. 243-2494.
5/3
Needs refinishing, $96.
5/3
NEED TO SUBLET furnished apt. for 7
'72
KAWASAKI
500,
excellent
condition,
weeks bl'g'inning June 3, preferred walk·
$825. 268-1962.
5/3
lng distance from UNM. Need 2 bedrm
for family of three. V .Palazios, SSG East
AKC REGISTERED .LABRADOR RE·
1st South, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84102.
TRIEVER Puppies. For hunting, show
6/3
or pets, 842·5482, 242-1620.
5/2
11167 JAGUAR.--3:4sedan •• MUBt sell io~
best offer. 265-1435.
6/2
WE HAVE NITE STANDS from 119,
headboards from $15, mirrors from $15
plus assorted mattresses, chests, dressers,
etc. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
TWO BEDROOM furnfahed apts, security
Mateo NE, open seven days a week. tt'n
bldg,, laundrY, BBQ's, 4 blocks from
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE, built In
UN:M. The Zodiac, 419 Vassar SE, Man·
button holer. blind heamer, monograms,
ager, Apt. #1. 265·6780 or 268-3619. 5/3
sews on buttons, etc. $&9.96. United
Freight Sales, 8920 San Mateo NE. open
SUBLET H4 room adobe near Old Town.
tfn
seven days a week.
$95. '165·1480 after 10:30 pm,
5/2

New Mexico
DailyLaba

Terms

FOR RENT

with this coupon
Roach Ranch West
120ValeSE
10am-10pm

Full) accredited t:nhcr,itv of
.\rituna GL\i.HLA.L\Ri\ SDhiFR
SCHOOL offers .lui\' 1-A uu:ust I 0
1'>74 l'OUN'\ in FSL: bilingual ~duca:
lion. Sp;mhh. anthrotloloi}•, art, foil.
datu.:~· ami folk mu~ic. gl'ography,

gmt.'rnmcnt :llld hi!ttory. Tuition
S 170: mum and board in Mc,ican
homt:t S215. For brochure write:
lntNnational Progranls. 413 New

Ps) chnlng}c• l'nivcrsity of Arizona.
Tucsun. Arizona 85721.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
tit:nes beginning
, under the· heading (circle one):
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Service: 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.
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